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I General Considerations:

 

A. Program: The Bio-medical program is well-conceived

and well planned. It has minimal objectives of a »xractical

nature for 1) determining biologically the quality and quantity

of the radiations from a standard atomic explosion, and 2) for

obtaining information of civil defense and military value. I+

hes teken into consideration the indefinsble variables of

biological experimentation in the field snd is doing everything

possible in the way of controlting these tests so that the

difficulties inherent in eveluating the results: will be

minimized. It has consistently adhered (excent for one minor

concession to the Air Forces, and another to the surgeon

General's office) to the basic policy of limiting the types

of experimentation to these of 2 well-tested and well-understood

nature in order that the test may serve to correlate what

ha’ pens to animals exnosed to an atomic explosion with what

is being studied in the laboratory. The biostatistical aspects

of the vrogrem mey be considered to be representative of the

thouzht and planning which have gone into this operation.

Sven such fectors as pre-test rendomization of the animals to

be sacrificed serially or to be shipped back to the States for

long term study have been taken into consideration.

B. Frocurement end Logistics: well under control. The
 

animal colonies on Japtan are thriving, the large animals have

been deworned and are in good condition, the effects of trans-

oceanic flight on mouse colonies have been studied, etc.. The

animal stations have besn procured and 2 near to have been

Subjected to adecuate nerformance tests.
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C. Personnel: Those whom I know are competent and well
 

quélified for their jobs. The persons in charge of the Bio-

nedical program are scientifically competent and have a good

practical understanding of logistics and organizational problems.

D. Operations: The operational aspects of the »orogram

heve been well thought out and will be rehearsed thoroughly

before shot time. The scientific nrersonnel will be kent out

of the field and wil’ be resronsible only for placing the

biological meteriels in insulating liners which will then be

distributed st the vroner stations end collected by conpetent

military tesems. There will be five 5-man recovery teams, each

with & monitor from General Cooney's outfit thet will be

resconsible for placing and collecting the liners. Only two

of these teams will go into areas which will be redioactive

and the other three will be used for collecting Feerse's

material on non-active islands. They will Serve as reserve

temas from the point of view of radiation exposure. The teams

will be allowed to teke an averrege of one roentgen of gamna

radiation ner nan (but te Roy believes that this dosage can

be incressed to 3 r if necessary). The monitors will act in

an advisory castacity, but will rerort to a chief monitor

(Carmtein Haight) who will be with the beach master and will

heve euthority to order evacuetion. Le Roy will be ina

boat nesroy and will be in direct communication with the teams

and with the beach master. The problem of recovery of biological

mo terial should not vrove to be difficult. “he station design

provides for alternate methods of recovery of material in

case the usual methods of evacuation cennot be used. The

rediation hazards for this type of an ex~losion can he estinated

with reasonable accurecy snd should not be serious--150 mr ver hour
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is exxcect2d to be the highest redistion intensity which the teans

will encounter.

It will tove sbout 4-5 hours to distribute the animals

before the shot and about on ecual time to return them to the

laboratories. Immediately after the shot, a heliconter will

go into the aree, give the sall-clear signal, collect a few

neutron indicctors and do minor repairs concerned with air

flow into stations. A srecial crew will arrive by sveedboat

on the island within an hoir after the shot, will be nrepared

to reoair stations and to obtein the first two »xairs of vigs and

dogs for Serial sacrifice. These enimels will »e returned to

the laboratories within three hours after shot time.

3. Over-9l1l Plen of the Operation: will be given verbally.

II Biological Matericls to be used and Methods of Discley:

A. Tynes of Materials: The biolcgical materials to be

displayed differ for the two tests in the following wey:

Test 1. 1. Biological Dosimeters

a. Corn in nackets (for high flux neutron

b. Tradescantia (inflorescences end

plents to be used vrimarily for

Lower doses of neutrons)

c. Mice (thymus-spleen weight change,

to be used for both gamma reys

and neuts. )
°, Mannels (Survivel vs. distance)

@, mice

1. U.D. curves (40 day}

2. long term effects

A. gamma ry survivers

b. neutron survivor:

b. pizs

Cc. aogt
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3. Mamnels (Svecicl Studies)

. hemetology (? also 5igs)

1. serial sacrifices

i)

A, Memmols (Thernal effects vs. distance)

a. dogs and pies (1:4 ratio)

1. three tests ver animal (time

versus effect)

2, three tests per animal

(wave length vs. effect)

5. Rediation Messurements (by Bio-medical group)

a. Radient "nergy (to be measured by N..2..

Ll. total integrated dose at

each station to be measured

by lFearse

b. Ionizing Radiation

1. Man-sized laminated masonite

vhentoms: ach will contsin

film and ion ¢ghambers to

Zive an idea of the

homogeneity of the incident

radietion and the amount of

Scattered radiation. A ~air

of these vhantoms will be

placed at each large animal

Station (with seme amount of

shielding); others will be

“laced at closer and further

yoints; and some will be

mleced in stendserd army tents.
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2, Lucite spheres ranging from

5 to 30 cm. in diameter. A

graduated series of spheres

will be susxended at each

stction (? large and small

animal station). They

cont: in film packets and

ion chambers (high saturation)

and are d?signed to give the

radiation doses in air.

3. Mouse Phantoms: Mouse sized

lucite blocks contcining film

to be ovlaced et each mouse

Station. ’

A. Other measurements of neutron

and gam1a ray intensity and

svectrum will be made by

N. R. L. and Los Alamos groun.

Test ? studies oy Bio-medicel group limited to the folloving:

Ll. biologics1l dosimetry

i
v - mouse survival vs. distence

thermal effects in large eninelsO
i

lonizing and thermsl radiation measurements

Sxposure stations: Sxcert for the biological materisls in the

drone planes, °11 biologics1 stations are on the ground (or on

floats) along one of several necrby radii. The stetions are of

different tyes end are designed to withstand varying amounts of

blest «nd to shield sgrinst different tyres and amounts of

loniazing radisetion. All stations excent those in the nlenes will

have individusl cel’s for the animals «s well ss © continuouc

record of the temnerature end mressure, aAutonetic airflow (which
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Shuts off temporsrily after the shot to eryclud2? rossible

contamination by fis-ion nroducts. }\

l. Ground 3tstions:

Tyne 1:

Tyne A:

To house nackets of corn. Don't know

details of design but will be very close

to tower.

Hemisphere type stetions for neutron

dosimetry. Has great strength end shields

out almost all gene reys by means of

6 in. leyer of lead neinted on the out-

Side ‘ith cadmium.

Cnly neutrons ebove thervel energies will

enter this station. “he attenuation of

the neuts. will constitute less thn

20 o08r cent of totr?. There will be

elght of thes= stations for neutron

dosimetry cont: ining nice, tradescsantis,

moice phantoms, personnel and neutron

dosimeters; eight advitional stetions

will contain mice for neutron survivel

studies.

cylinders for gamma ray excosures of mice

and tradescanti:. Twenty-nine such

stetions farther away from tower than

tyo> 2. /i11 contsin 260 mice each for

gearmea ray dosimetry, leths1. dose and

gramea rey survival studies.

Targe  nimel cont iners shielded from

blatt efe_ts for gexn ray mortality
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end serial section studirs.

“yne 5: Targe cnimel stctions for thern 1 effect

studies. ‘nimels cre reaesthetized end

held in nlsce egrinst quartz covered ex-ocure

-orts (the quartz windows will shield

rgeinct send blect ef*ects). In those

vorts, where time vs. effect is studied,

the Signal is taken from the flash by «

yhotoelectric cell (called "bluebox",

anvarently very reliable signal corns

ecuinment).

Drone Anime l Chambers: ‘Mice are xlaced in two compartrents

of the drone fuselege. Individurl cells are not used. In

one commeartment, tne outside -ir contsining f.. i5

admitted. In the second enmnartnent, the air is filtered

end mice end tredescantia inflorescence are used as inte-

grating dosineters. These desians have been tested out et

Sendia. +iice withstend the lowered temrerature and oxygen

tension well, Vests sre aleo being conducted on rediction

effects at simuleted pressure and temnerature st Los Alsmos.

III Detailed Flens of Indiciduel ‘Jxperiments:

A o Biological Dosimetry

1. Corn: Corn undergoes a disproportion tely large

number of somatic nutstions when irradiated with

neutrons. “ackets of kernels will be exvosed to

differing amounts of radiation renging from a 5
. oo. _ . L ?

nNinimum of 15,000 gan-a roentgens and 10 2 neuts /em

. 5 , 15
to a maximum of 40 .,05. gemra r and 10 ? neuts.

Closest station ill be 309 yards and recovery wilt

be deleyed for several days. “he seeds will be
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studied oy Anderson of o.1.7., who made observ: tions

on the Bikini corn. Controls have heen studied

ccrefully with 250 k.v. x-reys and with water boiler

neuats. at Los Alemos.

Tradescantia: Inflorescence will be placed st

close stations and plants at far stations.

Dr. Conger of Oak Ridge will be in charge of

this study. smears of the pollen will be made

at 21 hours and four days after exposure (the

two clessical times of study) and some of the

Scoring of the chromosome breaks will be made

at Jantan. This tyne of study is of perticular

importence in the stidy of neutrons as the

increase in breaks is not (?) linear in the case

of gemma rays when the dose exceeds 250 roentgens.

I oresume that the neutron studies with fission,

pile and cyclotron neitrons such as have been

resorted in the literature are being continued.

“he tradescantia will be nlaced in the hemispherical

Stations where they will receive an estimated

10° +6 1019
than 30 gamma roentgens. They will also be

neuts (largely fast) and not more

placed in the cylindrical stations where they

will be exposed meinly to ganze rays.

Mouse spleen-thymus weight decrease: This is

an excellent end novel idea, but it is the least

well exnlored of the biological tests (excent

for the inhaletion). Carter at Los Alamos has

Studied this nroblem thoroughly with neuts. and

photons of different energies end has colibrated

the weight decrease in these lymphoid tissues
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for different radiations. He has demonstrated

excellent families of curves which show, for

examrle, a decrease in thymic weight of 35 and

10 ver cent respectively for the sane doses of

250 and 1000 k.v. x-rays. The spleens are

weighed immedietely after autopsy of the animals,

but the thymus is placed in formalin over nizht

to permit easier separation of the fat. 1300

sevarate weighings will be done in paired

weighing bottles for each test. He has five

élances, 28 regular staff of seven and will add

seven other helpers to his group after each test.

A trial run using 250 k.v. x-rays will be conducted

on Japtan on the generation of mice voreceding those

actue!ly used in the first test.

Mouse Experiments (other than dosimetry) The Fy hybrids of

the LAF strain are being used because they zive the nost

consistent data on mortality studies according to Cronkite

and Lorenz.

1. Mortality vs. distence: This will only be determined

for gan ™a rays. There will be thirty animals of

eech sex in the twenty-nine cylindrical stations,

which sre so placed that they will receive increasing

doses of genna reys in increments of °5 roentgens.

“he probable dose renge which will be covered is

40-1200, but it may be 50-1400, or 80-1600 r.,

denending unon the bomb efficiency. I don't

think these animals will be autopsied. They

Should be recovered in 4-5 hours. Lethe] dose

studies under simulated field conditions have

been comnleted at Eunter's Foins.
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bong tern effects in survivors: The Life spen,

tumor incidence and catar:ct induction will be

stidiied in surviving nice exposed both to neutrons

end gamna reys. These animels will be sent by

air to Furth at Osx Ridge f-r observation.

Ae Gamma rey survivors: There will be about

200 enimals at 2ach of the 29 ganca rey

Stations earner’ed for long term survival

Studies. Following the shot, they will

be nooled in grouns of four (covering a

dose range of 100 roentgens). Not more

then 4200 animals will be returned to the

states. “hey will be accompanied by controls

(? how many) which vill be given eauivalent

doses of 750 k.v. x-rays (for each individual

Zroun, not the pooled groups of four)

according to the mouse dosimetry messure-

ments (My own orinion is that since mouse

dosimetry is : rather new tool for cali-

bretion of rediation they should also have

control aninals given doses bused on the

chysical measurements of what the animels

received. “his would alley possible

controversy in the future ©«3 to the signif--

icence of the results.) The difference in

life span, tumor incidence and cateract

develonoment betvreen the animals exnosed in

the field and those ziven esauivalent deses

of ?50 k.v. x-reys wil’ be studied. Only

200 non-irreldisted controls will ac Tomnany

the exnosed animels. The statisticians

felt that no nore were necessary since the

differences in lonz tern esftects hetuasny
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unexposed animals of this strein end those

ts oSiven various amoun f 250 k.v. x-rays

have been well esteblished.

b. Neutron survivors: The survivors of the

eight neutron grouns of neutron-exposed

animels (50-450 ner group in hemisvhericel

stations) will also be returned to Furth.

They will be exposed to avcroximately the

following mimber of rem of neutrons:

14, 40, 70, 14C, 560, and 1120. I don't

know how they are going to control tnese

grouns (I su; ose by unernosed animels).

Inhaletion “xperiments: Grouns of (7?) 30 mice

will be vleced in the fuselage of drone planes

and the outsid air including f. p. will be

admitted through louvres into their container.

Jhen the animels are returmed to Jenrtan, they

wil’ be sacrificed seriel'y. The lungs,

gi. tracts, sxin and cearcass:es will be

oooled, frozen and returned to Los Alemos

for assay. The totel redioactivity of the

orgens, and that due to molybdenum, will be

determined. In this way it will be possible

to differentinte between f.0. de-nosited on

Srin and subsecuently swellowed from that

inhaled. I don't know what kind of physical

air semrling devices vill he used to control

this exseriment other then those used to collect

semolLes for yield chemistry. This is one of
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9two instances in which there has been

minor deviation from the crogream's basic

ohilosovhy of conducting only well understo>d

and easily interpretable exneriments. The

significance of the mouse inhalation date

will not be clear, but the Air Torces have

becn extremely eager to obtain this infornetion

which elthough voor, they feel is better then none.

Large <nimal studies:

Figs end dogs (foxhounds) will be used. There is some concem

about whether the pigs wilt be am.11 enough to fit some of the

conté iners 2S an error was made in the time of breeding. This

together with the slight d-lay in the shot time has caused

anxiety particulerly on the vart of TFearse's groun as to whether

the snimels will not be too large at shot time. The veterinaricn

in charge of the snima’ts is confident that he can hold down the

weight of these animels to 70 ner cent of thet formerly exvected

without interfering with the health or nutrition of the animes.

te Roy i goinz to send word to Pearce a3 soon as he errives and

looks over the situation.

1. Tonizins Radiation:

a. Mortality versus distance: There will be 3

stations each containing 10 dogs and 10 nis. pleced

at 75 roentgen intervels covering en exrected

ronge of SO to 700 r of gamna radietion. io

testing of xs ny sort will be done on these

animes. ALL deeths will be autonsied.

Kodachrone filme vill be teken of netholozicel

snecimens and some of the gros* organs vill be

embedded in plastic «nd seved for tec chin.) murnot>”.
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Tecthel dose studies have bern done on

the same strein of vnigt at N.R. DO. TG. with

lOGuU kev. x-rey> und2=r conditions desizned to

Simulate those at the test site. A walk-in

refrigerstor has been revamned to arnroxim.te

the temperature, infra-red light conditions,

mean humidity end minimum eir flow at strtions.

Animes ere given 4 5 hour rides before and

after irradietion in closed trucks to meke

exnosure conditions ss near as nossible to

those in the field. Jog exveriments of a

comm rble nature will. be completed soon. io

nortr lity studies will be done et test site.

Hictoltozicr 1 otudies: Thirty-two dogs will

be exnosed to 2 36 dry B.D. 10S (ascrovinetely

550 gamma roentgens). They will be sacrificed

on a rendom basis two uta tine. The times of

Sacrifice heve not becn decid d definitely oni

will denend unon the outcome of curvent studies

at the N.R.7. Ut is nrobable thet three

gsrouvs will be sacrificed during the first

24 houre end then one cair er dey thereafter.

Commander Tullis will be vroject officer in

chr rge of these studies on pigs, while

Dr. Arthur J. @eaton (Navy) will conduct the

Studies on the dogs. (Col. De Coursey will

not nerticinete in this wor.) As fercs 1

con tell from t-lking to the nathologist¢ at

Rocnester this date alone should z1ive

informstion wrereby the ecuivelent doze of

19090 %.v. x-rays can be determined to within

50 roentgens. “hese cnimels wil™ slso be used
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for daily hematological studies nentioned

below snd the blood of the dogs will be saved

for chemical studies.

c. Blood Counts: To be done drily on dogs and

pigs by Commander Cronkite.

d. Blood Chemistry: 50 percent of the doz blood

at autopsy will be saved. The plesme will be

senarated and frozen. The following studies

are contemplated:

1. plesma fibrinogen (?? by whom)

2, non-protein bound iron (Che.nutin)

3, serum potassium (Hestings)

“he remainder of the plasma will be stabilized

and preserved by passing through an ion

exchange column (Libby, U.C.L.A.).

Therme1 Radiation: There will be five stetion2? in the

first test, six in the second, each containing eleven

animals (three or four pigs for every dog). Sach

animel will be anesthetized and held in place against

the vorts designed to adnit non-ionizing radiations of

different wave length or at different times after the

exrlosion. Three combinetions of biological measurements

will be mede--the first, the thermal burns versus time

1.¢. durins the first 30 nillisecond interval after the

explosion and during the veriod thereafter; the second,

the burn produced on skin graduslly exnosed by a sliding

Shutter which opens at a definite rate of sneed, and

third, burns vroduced by excluding certain components of

the lisht snectrun, i.e. by filtering out individuclly

the ultraviolet, the visible, and the infrered licht.

"ech of these tests will be car ied out on both pigs and
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dogs and each will have its own control of @ small nort

which admits all of the thermel radiant energy. The only

Studies which will be made on the burned areas are

1) descrintion of intact lesions, sup -lemented by Kodachrome

ohotography, and 2?) histological examination of bionsy snecimens.

Another iological test that has just been included at

the reauest of the surgeon General's Cf°ice is the effect of

thernmrl redistions on wall nieces of material in contact with

the ~kin. Twelve such tests will be made on four animels in

the outer station-. (This will be integrated with the materiel

testing progrem being car ied out by the N.D.R.U.) Each

station will have an integrating celorimeter which will

measure the total radiant energy. These instruments have

been designed so that their records of total energy can be

broken down in terms of N.R.L. data into time and spectral

distribution.

The stations are nleced so that a large range of energy

is covered, It is estimated thet the minimel energy studied

during the firet test will be 3.3 to 3.3 calories per Sa. cm.

while the meximum will be 57 to 125 cal/em’. A comparable

energy range will be studied during the second test. The

nNinimal energies are ap -roximately those reauired to produce

threshold effects (5.7 cal/sa. cm/sec. ). These estimates

of thermal energies are cuite uncertain. They depend uvon

who makes the celculation and will certcinly vary with bomb

efficiency, atmospheric conditions, etc..

These studies have been well controlled by vrelixzinary

experimentction here at Rochester. 131 individual tests on
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anesthesies have been nade under conditions which simulate

those in the facific. 140 lerge surface burns have been

produced by the scanning technic utilizing the focussed

been of o lerge searchlight, and 1°€ smaller burns have

been croduced with megnesium flares.

lV Impression of Value of Data which will be obtained and problems

left unsolved.

I don't think thet the bio-medicel progrem could have

been ol nned in a more direct or Simple wey in order to get

the desired information. some of the tests are more straight-

forward than others and vrobably heve a better chance of
war,BoP veer eh nh fans

Siving good data. Thur, the biological dosimetry is not

Subject to the neny unknown ve riebles which determine for

example survivel studies. These tests seem to me to be

excellent and should give valuable informetion. The lethal

dose studies are sound, elthoigh unexrected variations in radi: -

tion flux (due to bomb efficiency) may interfere with the

interrretation of the lerge mnimel studies which are based

on a reletively few grouns of animsis. The mouse survival

Studies should give good nessures of the neutron snd ganya

ray ef*ects orovided that some of the intengible factors of

this tyre of study do not distort the results. The hematol-

ogy and histolosicel studies, although performed on a limited

number of animels, should also give gord data. The numbers

of “nimal3 in ¢ech groun is Statistically sound, but I am

enoizh of a biolosist to feel thet the semnle size mare

on the smell side. The thern.] studies have been very

thoroushly olanned. “The factors which could interfere with
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the obtesining of z00d results sre 1) roor placing of stations

due to mitcrloulation- of the thernal energies and 2) the

pos ibility thet the vigs will be too large for use. The

dete feo mouse inhelation studies will be difficult to

intercret elthouzh it nay give some clue to particle size in

the cloud.

At best, good data will be obtained correlating biological

effects and nhyctical measurenents. This should heln to

Solve the discrenvauncies in the intercretation of dosage in

the Japanese and the arguments as to dosSe-intensity effects.

If the results from the various tests should not jibe or

Should conflict, it mey still be vos ible to discriminate

between true and spurious results. “he problems which will

not be solved by this test are imvos‘ible to anticinate, but

my guess is thet if you cre zlanning another test, the dose-

lntensity cuestion should »%e considered as the most li'rely to

be still in cuestion. Another practical piece of information,

which can de obteined in tine in the Laboratory but which

could be determined (with Limitetions) at a later test is

the combined effect of ionizing and thernel radietions on

large animels.

Note: Donaldson will not particinate in test and testing

like thet done at Bikini will not be carried out.
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